in line with itc hotels’ philosophy of being rooted to the soil, itc narmada, ahmedabad draws inspiration
from the river narmada along with the iconic architecture, vibrant culture and grandeur of gujarat.
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influenced by the toran of vadnagar, the grand
hotel façade is a symbolic representation of the
gateway to the region.

-

-

the unique atrium stepwell design celebrates the
renowned adalaj ni vav - famous for its
architectural brilliance, while the river
narmada is depicted in the form of a magnificent
waterfall in the center of the atrium.
the intricate handicraft & the vibrant culture
of gujarat find expressions through the
latticework, detailed motifs, in-room
embellishments & art across the hotel.
a prime location, luxurious facilities along with
itc hotels’ renowned warmth and a repertoire of
signature services, endeavour to make each
stay memorable.

291 well-appointed rooms & suites
•
5 signature food & beverage outlets
•
Banqueting & meeting spaces
•
Spa, Fitness Centre and Salon

accommodation
ITC Narmada oﬀers a wide selection of 291 well-appointed rooms & suites which are amongst the largest in the city. Each ﬂoor of the hotel celebrates
a distinct element of the vibrant state. The luxurious rooms & suites oﬀer a ﬁne blend of world-class facilities and indigenous hospitality.

Authentic Flavours, World-class dining
Five celebrated cuisine brands from the house of ITC Hotels come together, to bring you a ﬁne dining experience, beyond compare.
From traditional ﬂavours inﬂuenced by the local culture to gastronomic creations that trot the world, ITC Narmada oﬀers an
inspiring culinary experience matched by warm, personalised and eﬃcient service

Adalaj Pavilion: Inspired by the Adalaj ni Vav- the world-renowned stepwell near Ahmedabad, this signature
all-day-dining restaurant brings you regional delicacies, Indian favourites, and the cuisines of the world. The
contemporary décor infused with an abundance of natural light provides a distinct setting for an immersive
dining experience.

Peshawri: An award-winning restaurant brand brings alive the robust
ﬂavours of the North-West Frontier. Savour a delectable selection of
signature delicacies like dal Bukhara, succulent kebabs & bread from
the clay tandoor. Eating with your ﬁngers is encouraged.

Royal Vega: Inspired by the erstwhile royal kitchens of India, this exclusive vegetarian restaurant oﬀers a ﬁne
collection of timeless delicacies, based on the ancient Indian system of seasonal cooking & decades of culinary
research.

Yi - Jing: Yi Jing draws inspiration from the essence and meaning in its
title. ‘Yi’ means ‘to change’ and ‘Jing’ refers to ‘the classic’. It presents a
cuisine philosophy that combines simplicity with contemporary
interpretations from across the diverse regions of China.

Fabelle: Inspired by delicacies beyond ordinary, Fabelle chocolates are
crafted with a pairing of single-origin Cacaos and exotic ingredients.
This luxury chocolate boutique oﬀers an immersive & participative
experience.

relaxation & rejuvenation
A veritable sanctuary of rejuvenation and holistic well-being, Kaya Kalp – The Spa oﬀers a selection of signature treatments & indigenous therapies
and treatments. Complementing the spa, is a signature Salon, a serene swimming pool & a state-of-the-art ﬁtness center.

banquets and meetings
The Narmada Stateroom, oﬀering 427 sq. m of pillar-less banqueting space, is an ideal venue for a variety of celebrations, conferences & events – from
intimate to grand. This versatile banquet hall can be divided into two distinct sections. Pre-function areas add to the space seamlessly. The hotel also
oﬀers a host of smart & elegant meeting spaces & boardrooms, with state-of-the-art facilities.
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